
Appendix 5 

BNC Concordance lines for /sl/ 

going to have the opportunity to do it in a slightly interesting way and you failed miserably

gold rush ), and local demagogues during slumps with slogans of racial exclusiveness. The

impatience. In homes, a haunted apparatus sleeps , that snores when you pick it up. If the

church and the shuddering trees, down By the slugsmeared arch, the start of some new scheme: The

Having got the fact that I believe you can slot into this job Robert. Because we do give

Mr Chairman, erm, I'll keep my comments slightly . Once again I must congratulate the officers

asking questions, but one of the things that slightly concerns me because I know that in his

respondents had experienced upward mobility 
and

slightly fewer than one-tenth had experienced downward

raised a hand to help Grimes's workhouse slaves , but comments that all they ever said on

sort of similar to erm erm you know the the slats on a venetian blind Mm. similar to one

you erm, you knocked the door down with a sledgehammer . That's correct sir. P S told the jury

But goodness knows where she was going to sleep . The small apartment on Riverside Drive

her intently, his grey eyes shadowed, a slight twist to his lips, as if he was trying

cooked, to sink their teeth into the hot, if slightly charred, meat. As they made their

trembled, her heart beginning to pound like a sledge-hammer at the note of hard determination in his

, and there was no more time for gentle, slow lovemaking. He entered her fiercely, her

the unwittingly defensive stance of her slim figure, and she found the experience highly

stone, the navel of the earth.' There was a slight movement at the corners of his mouth. `

directly. He flicked imaginary dust from the sleeve of his jacket and informed her, `As you

not an event that interested her in the slightest . Though she had found one small revelation

it so we had separate rooms?' `I'll sleep on the couch - don't worry about that.'

before your MS was diagnosed?' she asked slowly . `Oh, yes.' Jennifer nodded, and

she knew the lot and there were all the d slightly different versions y'know, on the country

other part) of the floor slabs and ceiling slabs that bound the Premises 2 the inner

something about the violations of the Fugitive Slave Law, this is the one that returned slaves

chemical reactions which destroy it are slowed down, thereby enhancing its greenhouse

Untreated industrial effluent from the Volga slowly killing off the marine life of the Caspian

it was stroking her face. `Wake up, Sleeping Beauty. Wake up, leprechaun.' A finger

was startled awake by a raucous cry. Her sluggish brain took a while to recognise the call

with clouds of dark hair, olive skin and a slender figure, was just as stunning as Simon had

thoughtfully. `I'd say you were a sultry, slinking lioness who could have any audience purring

about you being brash and brassy would have slid right off your back. You've had bad reviews

bed. By rights she should be sleeping the sleep of the just by now, she realised despondently

followed by fresh seafood and grilled mero with slices of lemon, tomato and garlic and two tender

to a meeting. If she had let this chance slip , she knew she would regret it for the rest

Maybe… maybe your character assessment is slightly flawed?' What was she saying . In

going…' The whisper was uneven. She began to slowly pull back, but her eyes were trapped in

take chloroform at least.' Not the slightest bit ruffled, he said, `That remains to

hair was slicked back, and the water ran slowly , like mercury, down the hard ridges and



want you here and that is to make you pay.' Slowly he got to his feet and picked up the newspaper

anatomy,' she told him admiringly as he slid his hands across the small of her back

bang in the middle of it and there was a sleek black Mercedes sat behind her, patiently

`You're sure of that, are you?' he slammed into her before she could draw another

run yourself around ragged, and you go to sleep and then we get to one o'clock, two o'clock

going to work because for a part that have slammed V A T on domestic fuels and in fact if

tangent to our total product curve. At L 2 the slope of a, the ray from the origin is actually

's no point. `Carter,' says Kellard slowly . `I knew an Albert Carter, but he's dead

above. A dozen old boats dry out on its sloping river shore. Around the other side

window. Richardson ignores the noise. He slumps back into his chair like an embittered

head back. The lapels of his white jacket slide open to reveal his pink shirt. `You

Progress, however, has continued to be slow . In 1984 there were (in England) 9,929

buttercream to give a four-storey cake. Cut a sloping roof each side, coming down nearly half-way

of their size should have. Whetherall was slightly better than Newsome though. Maybe the 
Fairclough/O'Leary

continued smiling at her but she sensed a slight withdrawal. She was relieved. She preferred

solo singing: But if by chance some slightly tripping air should occur, then there's

that 3/2 void notation was a signal for a slow tempo, and the passages in the Te Deum,

ropes the organs originally went somewhat slower , but they could not have gone slower by

backwards over Mr Quigley's fence and spat, slowly and deliberately, into the geraniums.

through the doorway. His unbuckled trousers slid and tripped him headlong into the corridor

colonel's insignia on the collar. On his sleeve there was a red facts for freedom patch

most discreet way,' said Lester - and was a slightly comic affair. It had to be performed a

release oil and form another, though smaller, slick to float about the Gulf. The French

critical rate of growth squarely in the middle, slow enough to maintain, or even slightly improve

fresh. Those crustaceous gladioli, on the sly , reveal the crimson flower-flesh inside

prepare to murder through the night. We're sleeping rough. Our rusted ninth-grade Morris van

and so on. This method is called density slicing and it was the technique used in the generation

arrived in her ward she was turning into a slaughterhouse attendant: she no longer saw them as men

split, smoke and flame grew, the bullet slammed into the crater wall and sprayed Callaghan

The recognizable form of the monolithic slabs of Stonehenge stood in front of them, guarded

knew you were coming?' He frowned slightly . `Various people in the Ministry

thinking about it. `We're out of here.' I slammed into the driving seat. The guy slammed

It was already empty, apart from the odd slice of orange stuck to its sides, and she decided

of the boyos.' They were climbing slowly back towards the cottage from the water

with twinkling lights. A ship was moving slowly down the main channel, its engines throbbing

your throat. I thought a bit of lunch in Sligo on the way? I know a place. All right?'

deflect the blow from another raider. A slingshot unseated this one and Scathach impaled

Swinging round, she stared at Feargal, then slumped in defeat. `I didn't, wasn't… Oh, hell!

trees and plants, and found herself nodding slowly . She had accepted the challenge.

her knee; presently his eyes closed and he slept again, so that Mary could return him to

has turned into a mooncalf. `Stop slavering ,' I snap. `Someone else is starring in

Book of Life, I think the pen must have slipped between two lines. Because I'm always neither

Imprecise numerical expressions in biomedical slide talks', and is glossed `Something on the

more, and, thinking this, said a little slyly , `Another game, another night, perhaps?



road, thinks she's a ballet dancer. Satin slippers to school! Her dad's got a car, said

with melting eyes and hearts of butter. We slid down a rough-grassed path to the beach.

herself, expectant to abort and puzzled at my slumbering presence. I become attached to that firm

though it is a pretty street on an uphill slope with a row of terraced houses on either

plenty of room for expansion, with five slots . Naturally, the CompuAdd 320sc exploits

, although for small sets results varied slightly between positive and negative responses

springs. The programme hasn't been allocated a slot yet, but late January looks likely - your

demonstrations marking the second anniversary
of the

SLORC coup. ASIA - PACIFIC THAILAND Bangkok

wounded and his wife, Lady Betty Terry, slightly injured when an Irish Republican Army (

of their original names in place of the Slavic names which they had been compelled to

OPEC Emergency ministerial meeting on price slump Oil ministers of the 13 member states

development. On Dec. 27 a stock exchange 
opened in

Slovenia 's capital Ljubljana. In November a capital

defeated. Within a few hours the 126-member Slovene delegation walked out in protest over this

EUROPE YUGOSLAVIA Multiparty elections 
in

Slovenia and Croatia Elections to the assemblies

library of 40 000 botanically named colour slides is also provided. Health and Safety

caught the audience's attention. All of his slides were chosen for a purpose, and were of

very clearly at the beginning. Excellent slides , some of which were flashed through too

Lecture Theatre A/V equipment including slide projectors, cine projectors and P/A system

Carolyn sat on her bed and swallowed the sleeping tablets, washing each down with a mouthful

her right hand before swinging her arm to sling it on to the rubble pile. She liked scraping

scrape; stick, twist, heave; lift, weigh, sling . A large blister came on the heel of her

bzz, what did he say to the dog? ' But the slit-eyes looked through him as if he did not exist

seeking to explore the links between trade, slavery and industry, historians have been handicapped

or revised requirements which we try to slot into the programme. We expect to find it

we could still see all of it, festering slowly . Obviously, we rethought. Particles were

last couple of nights would ensure a good sleep before setting off home. During lunch

final line-up is SDLP 17, up two with a slightly improved vote, Sinn Fein five, as before

swinging rear end. He seized his chance and slammed into its rear wing again. As he did so,

brief passage, so the exit wound was only slightly larger than the entry wound. Using three

're gonna get prestige type jobs and quick slick jobs, especially in the beginning of March

Ullsten, was to be set up to investigate the slow progress of the action plan for the tropical

the major industrialized countries in 1988 slowed in 1989, and was expected to moderate further

destruction of villages had been secretly slipped to one of the diplomats accompanying Eliasson

in June 1990), and the visits abroad by Slovak delegations. Critics accused Meciar

anniversary of the founding of a separate Slovak state shortly after the Nazi invasion of

recession in the manufacturing sector, the slide in share prices caused a crisis of confidence

branches in Myanma. Foreign relations The SLORC 's refusal to hand over power to the NLD

A Serbian Autonomous Region of Western Slavonia was established on Aug. 13. In a

Movement (formerly Platform) for a Democratic Slovakia (HZDS), argued that the unity of all forces

the Israeli-backed South Lebanon Army ( SLA ) militia had been killed that day in the

Ljubljana began a three-day presentation on the Slovenian independence process in which the Slovenian

independent Slovenia. On June 11, the Slovenian Constitutional Commission approved the

SidorowiczHealth and Social Welfare *Jerzy Slezak**Communic
ations

Adam TanskiAgriculture and Food Economy



would have let nature take its course. Firms slim down; firms close. There would have been

eventually went to bed after a leisurely supper sleep proved elusive. Her body was weary but

picnic lunch, fetched the bike from its tiny sleeping house, pumped up the back tyre and I was

was here,' she said. Emmie could not sleep . The bed was too narrow and Oliver muttered

was too narrow and Oliver muttered in his sleep and ground his teeth and thrashed about

real. No sturdy country wench this, but a slender , fairy-like creature who seemed part of

twice about approaching her as she walked slowly down the length of the hall. Entering

face. She flinched, her head moving slowly from side to side, but more in denial of

of strikes by workers. Who is causing the slump now? Mr. Forth I do not recall any

man. CHAPTER FORTY-EIGHT As autumn slipped gradually into winter so work on the farm

of places closing. Since the rough sleepers initiative began, 900 places have been

significant impact on problems, with results slightly favouring behavioural/cognitive methods

length, for example, can be fitted at a slope of up to 5°. For lengths longer than 1

stars do, in fact, appear to change very slightly their positions relative to each other

straight lateral sides and a straight or slightly rounded distal edge, in O. nodosa it is

. There are 4 glassy, smooth arm spines, slightly flattened with a rounded tip. The dorsalmost

oral tentacle pore opens outside the mouth slit and is armed with 4-5 rounded tentacle

guided a slate pencil. Her writing on the slate was that of a child making pothooks and

Once, she had emptied her full po over a sleeping brother. That was in the nursery years.

house that had succeeded it. The slots and slits in their visors were full of dust, their

market in 1989 and mounting unemployment 
have

slowed the growth of consumer credit compared

every floor. In the games room, supported by slate and iron pillars, a tracery of iron girders

glass. " Finally left him, then?" Slater said, and Graham felt his eyes widening

in the near-still air, Graham was heading slightly uphill now, and slowed his pace accordingly

morning when the landlord considered they had slept long enough. Narrow staircases, infested

stamped tiles from there may belong to a slightly later period), or the Ala Petriana before

south-eastern examples were apparently 
staggered

slightly , accounting for the odd diversion of Ermine

bourgeoisie as Defoe could approve their attack 
on

sloth and indiscipline as going to the heart

idea to reformulate problematic sentences slightly so that they can follow punctuation conventions

churchyard; which has its ruined suitor, with his slipshod heels and threadbare dress, borrowing and

departments which has previously had to use slow , laborious (but reliable) manual methods

units and school designed units will be slotted in. All teachers could usefully participate

we are God. The line `My cradled infant slumbers peacefully', has clear Christian connotations

that during accelerated intestinal transit, slow release preparations, except for Claversal

more of the workspaces to another device is slightly more complex. LIFESPAN will assume that

thing.' On this she turned about and walked slowly from the room with the old woman's voice

shown in A, B, and C. The transverse 1 cm slice is as viewed from below. The left and right

then Melissa with the other. The shopkeeper slammed the door behind them and quickly pulled

yoghurt drink and a straw. The Tequila Slammer , which you probably won't find in the Cocktail

about 2 a.m. he had fallen downstairs and slumped in a heap by the front door. Nicola had

car turn into the end of the street, very slowly and very quietly, driving on sidelights

Lewis.' `I was going -' replied Sheila slowly , `I went - to the Bird and Baby. Would

tittered into their unwashed hands and one slipped a tube of Superglue into the back pocket



checked the coast was clear. As I slid the door bolt home I stopped counting at

, because I was almost slipping down the slope as it was, and I couldn't possibly get

cheese, christened it by firing the empty sling at a wingless wasp crawling on the face

, delivery month and quantity. The order slip is carried by a runner to a trader in the

beneath its glass. They are an angular, slender-legged breed; and one by one they go missing.

low in the productivity league table and slow in getting new products to market. Research

non-judgemental, can lead like a slippery slope from well-intentioned neutrality to profound

Right erm right what was I saying yeah erm slow down, what's the other way have a drink

increase of 13% on last years figure. This is a slightly larger rise than the national figure for

been born out of the relationship between Slumberland and W L Gore and Associates, and much of

saying, `this is the microscope for malaria slides , this is the operating table, this is the

lifted one narrowed glance of blue-grey eyes, slanting from Charlotte to her escort and sharing

blazer, white shirt, black tie, dark grey slacks . Very like its living counterpart still

man is he?' Taheb's smile did not slip , but she was immediately guarded. `How

for most men it parts company reluctantly, slowly , and selfishly. `If you cannot find

murmured, turning over and going back to sleep . `Oh Egbert,' she snorted, banging

the bed, Elizabeth lay still, in the cold sleep of death. Suddenly I had another terrible

Manicus chapel and Canons' Court. Here Ian slowed up. He glanced up at the windows of the

want more coffee?' I smile at Rachel in a slow , sad-way she is bound to misinterpret.

periods of especial affliction he wore shoes slit down the side and stuffed with newspapers

`Is that what they are? I must be slipping ,' he said, a hint of laughter in his voice

.' For a-moment I thought his tongue had slurred the word, then I remembered Joyce's fluent

though the world was sliding inside-out as, slowly , noiselessly, a panel swivelled in her

Carolyn watching the lightshade sway in a slight draught, Alan watching the gentle rise

concentrate on driving, she got the car into the slow lane and looked down at her stomach again

I went to the Commissioner, whom I know slightly , I understood that the police would be

probably concentrates, and 8 tons 1 cwts. of" Slime Ore" - probably very finely divided ore

men of servile condition, bondsmen or bond slaves particularly in the Bishop of Rochester

record material on tape or cassette. sliding selection chart Take a strip of cardboard

at Kota Belud, a beauty spot on the upper slopes of Kinabalu. The drive is spectacular:

stopping short of allowing ourselves to become slaves to them. provocation 200 Provocation

stewing steak, cut into large chunks 2 onions, sliced 25g/1oz plain flour 600ml/1 pint bear or

broken into florets 350g/12oz courgettes, sliced 150g/5oz natural yogurt 2 tbsp fresh roughly

remaining chocolate with the cream. Cool slightly , then beat in the butter gradually. Beat

With her sophisticated electronics and sleek grey hull capable of speeds far in excess

Dutch captain who had more tricks up his sleeve than the proverbial monkey. He was always

the Baby's First Books range - Happy Baby, Sleepy Baby, Hungry Baby, and Big Baby (Frances

the fact to first-degree murder. Not me, Slick . This was organized crime, superorganized

quids" worth," I said, feeling oddly hurt or slighted . " What is it - a clip round the ear? A

officials there, they they'd never made slate when we were working up there. But when

affordable housing. Well there seems to be a slight mismatch there, and perhaps some of this

always wondered because er it seemed awfully slow in spreading it, it was there that's right

an employment agency, and, while others slept on the floor, worked, argued, or posed,

spring caused an unbalanced descent on a slippery downhill run. A minor skirmish with the



fishing, when it's cooler - it makes them sluggish -' `Easier for you to catch, you

would show him what it meant to rouse a sleeping volcano. Skirting the lakeside, she

that wafted around and teased her nostrils. Slowly , she opened her eyes. `Coffee,' Rourke

her linen suit, slowly crossing one long slender leg over the other. Rourke's head turned

smouldering look on Dane, her green eyes slanting provocatively, and Shannon felt her stomach

resolution and mode. Graphics mode uses slightly more memory than text mode. The resolution

graphics card in use and 256 colour mode often slows it down a lot. If you can cope with the

than a single application. Within the slim packaging lies a host of mini programs

bottom or trying to fit two arms into three sleeves . KWS will also tell you how much wool you

other's programs, each of which works in slightly different ways. But the differences will

photograph and frame them, listening to the slow ascent of Felicity up the stairs. She was

feared grandad's spirit could kill Earl DAN SLATER / MARK THOMAS / VICTOR OLLIVER A 
SECRET

Government had accepted that there had been a slight set-back and that the European Communities

in exhaustion. `An error,' he said slowly , eyeing her trembling hands as they twisted

with the regressive assumption it falls slightly - from 31.9 to 26.9 per cent. On the other

choking the ditches and making the trackways slippery and dangerous. Never once did we stop even

the rest? It was dark, anyone could have slipped along the transept and put the catch down

he had also made her a coward. Yet slowly , as she worked, became more and more 
absorbed

, she groaned. It was only five o'clock. Slumping back on the pillow, she tried to ignore

she looked up over the roof. Two tiles had slipped . Damn. She prayed the guttering would hold

As we togged up and down the Seefeld baby slopes learning how to sno-plough and how to get

went, her heart thudding in her chest with slow , painful beats and her mind a confused

done at all.' Faye made a face and slumped back in the passenger-seat. The weekly

back. Don't pull, he said. Then I was going slower to suit his Well the other fella his rope

Jordan. Works include the provision of a slurry transport system, processing plant, 
crystallization

seen campaigns against Bretons, Danes and Slavs . Those who read history-books (and some

since the battle of Vinchy in 717 had Franks slaughtered Franks in" civil war". The style of" internal

notational device. (See further Appendix B.) A slight amendment is therefore needed to the formulae

We gradually side stepped higher up the slope . We took a break for lunch at 12 pm. We

kick was! Do not use the plastic cups that slip inside jock straps. Not only do these shatter

make your action too pronounced. The slapping block can also knock the incoming punch

throwing the first reverse punch with a slight slide forwards on the front foot. Next, as you

the back fist. Notice that the rear foot slides forward (c) Step forwards, drop down and

chips tend to collect on the travel of the sliding table making the action very bumpy, the

to create anyone with a phoney Chelsea ` Sloane ' accent or anything outrageous. She speaks

demonstrates just how far behind we have slipped in world terms. It is a little sad

they had their fun, she took the veronal to sleep soundly, then when she was far gone he

woman on the next balcony. `Couldn't sleep ?' It was a voice which takes charge

shrill call, like an owl but human, she slipped out and joined her lover in the little

laughed. `We are talking ourselves into a fine slough ! It must be the Sabbath getting into our

Carla's bare feet. Sara longed to sleep . Unfortunate that it was her turn for the

protestant working classes, liberty may have slightly different significances. It may also mean

and the arms straight up. Lower the bar slowly to the top of the chest, touching the chest



your balance. Dumb-bell shoulder press - slowly press the dumb-bells vertically until the

Hollidaye, cutting and spreading a small slice . But Dot couldn't. `Lovely fresh

the little dale until they came down the slope to the road, well out of sight of the cottage

misfortune to sit through John Hughes' latest slice of suburban comedy, Uncle Buck . More than

stood up, lost in concentration, her mouth slack , as all the sickening implications of this

she had felt on the way to his house was slipping away…. `So you've told the police

or a pink plastic comb, the prizes always slipped out again as soon as the crane started

pill-box and threw it through one of the slits . She listened. Nothing. She chucked in

a puddle: the green, algae-filled water slopped up over her trainer. She moved out of the

been broken. Standing there, her feet in slimy water, her teeth chattering in the chilling

nowt to eat since yesterday. - And I got no sleep last night. Me throat hurts. And me hand

up the ghost. My dark nights blazed with sleepless candles In my drugged room shuttered tight

they were just being polite - but Nigel was slightly afraid that the artist was trying to get

Mungo turned down the right flank of the sleeping monster, towards the hole in its side.

. The wings are folded manually, but the slewing arc can be varied to fit different sheds

Japanese-smooth the gear change, though slick , is a bit too clonky. Ride is smooth enough

DAIRY ORGANIC STYLE Rachel's Dairy has 
grown

slowly from selling pots of cream in local shops

, rape, soy, etc - can be used direct in slightly-modified diesel engines or mixed with conventional

sprinkle a layer of sand at the base of the slit ). Leave cuttings until the following autumn

seen, not as an attack on Labour, but a slight on the Chancellor who had decamped from

The only consolation was that this was a slight improvement on 1987 when Dagenham fell

manner. Miss Bedwelty's place was a slightly shabby but tidy yard laid round a gravelled

The foal was lying down again and looking sleepy , and Firelight was dozing over it perfectly

on 8 new projects per year and, despite a slowdown from the breakneck pace of the late 1970s

late and pops is tired.' `You can sleep with me,' said Katya. `No, me,' said

ascent from the west up a long, inclining slope . There's an astoundingly dark deep

on and someone to bring me soup. A damp sleeping-bag on a lumpy ground sheet, under canvas that

a polygonal chamber, with several stone slabs which still hint at the original character

downwards, quite suddenly becoming semi-
liquid

slurries or mudflows, which swept down the sides

of the foot means a series of razor-like slashes on one's boots; to fall means badly lacerated

was futile against the deflocculated clay slurry . The soil surface resembled `thick Windsor

fighting which ensued, Rodrigo's son Diego was slain , fighting alongside Alfonso, El Cid having

its course. Maybe turn the respirator down slightly , and all the secretions would build up;

car.' Kathleen's hysterics were now slightly muted, but had turned to shattering hiccups

Building Regulations required. The roof was slightly unusual due to the relative heights of

common source of trouble. Slipping tiles or slates may indicate a more serious condition,

I looked I could see it, a once-painted slab of wood set in brickwork, its bottom edge

of early-morning air, thinking of murder. Sleep had come slowly with anxiety dreams. I

the rich would give for a racehorse. But slaves in good households were far better fed,

Ari was watching a movie too, though of a slightly different nature to any Roirbak had set

still retained something of its pre-war sleekness ; elderly gentlemen in Trumper's haircuts

Gaily had said. `Fishmongers had ice. Slabs of ice.' `Refrigerators make ice.

undecorated, consisting of great columns and slabs of reflective glass which return images

pulled himself up, towelled himself dry, then slipped into his dressing gown. A peaceful lunch



to evade her vigilance. As the dust spun slowly down through the sunlight on to Miss Harker

albums in lavish Seventies-style gatefold sleeves . The songs are carefully arranged, played

kind and almost a music video in itself. Slaphappy and occasionally slapdash as the film sometimes

of their rank or susceptible to imaginary slights set great store by the nature of their

mammalian white blood cells divided very slowly . These are cells that fight disease. Identical

a PLO official in Beirut - the spokesman slugging champagne at the diplomatic reception -

registered her presence, and she observed sly smiles and muttered remarks being exchanged

Maggie Jordan.' Mrs Sanderson was a slender woman with pepper-and-salt hair pulled

original. The later Range Rover, although slightly higher geared than the old model and quite

meal in the kitchen. Day noticed that Slatter was accompanied by a younger man, much

, cumbersome donkeys only too willing to slow the game to walking pace. `When the pressure

League game for different reasons. Against Slough , she saved a penalty stroke from Karen

has hidden thirty-five roubles inside a slit in his frock-coat pocket. The final text

the little village of La Palud. A steep slab at right angles to the viewing balcony

surrounds a match of this importance. Tall and slightly stooped, Yusupov normally shows a shy good

atom with a laser beam is like trying to slow down movement of a heavy object by 
bombarding

reporting its first loss in 27 years, has slashed the salaries of 23 directors by up to 20

ANTON LA GUARDIA ABDELATIF 
AREBEYAT walks

slowly on to the podium, utters a Koranic greeting

Securities, MEPC, Hammerson, Great Portland 
or

Slough . In these times well financed companies

red coat. Luke is four feet tall, slim with short brown hair. He was wearing black

levels are increasing, there is a large ` slug ' of pollution working through the groundwater

Commerce in Paris, known as UCP 400. This slim volume is essential reading for all involved

The basket came to a stop. Endill peered slowly over the edge of it. In front of him, wearing

not to take the Bookman away but all Mr Slipper had done was smile and ask him not to be

Golf Academy. Top floor rooms may have a sloping ceiling. All rooms have private bathroom

specification for you to follow for the slab size, thickness, and concrete composition

Trent yelled at the vaquero by the mast and slammed the helm hard over to bring Golden Girl

weight forward, bulling the BMW up the steep slope and into the vee. Mariana was halfway over

the hill without looking at the dead men, slowly and with difficulty and pain. In what seemed

night, you can turn in for some well-earned sleep ! The friendly hotel Venezia, complete

tension. The establishment of compatibility is slower and it remains less stable when the two

own lost youth. Laura, Tom's sister, is slightly lame and pathologically shy; her only friends

NatWest Home Improvement Loans - For a new slant on living! A NatWest Home Improvement

interest rates will achieve an economic slowdown , they will also ensure that the inevitable

wear say a lot for you.' Yet Sally's no slave to fashion: `I think fashion should be

me some lime flower tea before I went to sleep . Not counting the number of times she put

sausages but the most extraordinary colour, slaty metallic blue. I am told that the

offenders, inhumanely contained in Victorian slums , we would have thousands of offenders being

computer-mediated communication systems) 
delivery. I was

slightly taken aback, however, to read that this

with women that gossip began its slippery slide into the gutter. From denoting women friends

The Elbe divided the Eastphalians from the Slavonic Abotrites. The fourth Saxon region was

guard the borders upon his departure. The Slav opposition collapsed almost immediately

shut with a long wooden handle. I had to sleep with it closed because if I left it open



garden, where a replica stands today. Sloane also became concerned in another local

privileged people were allowed to use it. Sloane petitioned the Lords Commissioner of H.M.

elsewhere in the winter of 1922, and the lesser slide in the price of flax from Belorussia, were

with less than 2 lb. Wey. Godalming slow . Pleasure anglers getting odd chub to big

had come to know so well for so long as it slipped by changelessly would be irrevocably altered

he pushed a folded handkerchief into his sleeve with quiet satisfaction. `Of course

over the grass. No matter how carefully he sliced each shovelful in an arc out on the wind

Mc Call including a Karoo tent, a Snowfox sleeping bag and a pair of Trezeta Vajolet leather

left on track which after 200 yds descends slightly then turns to left while in minor valley

point on summit. Beyond summit, bear down slope to left to reach well-defined path below

Vibram soles, performing well even in wet and slippery conditions. The boots also showed high

width. PCKD size: The packed size of the sleeping bag in inches. WGT: The weight of the bag

three of us were already tired, Odd-Knut slipped his snow hook and was gone, so fast I was

Agreed. Getting up is purgatory. I have slept in a full set of thermal underwear, but

my head, probably from my breath while I slept . Outside the weather is beautiful, blue

stressed item - it is carried in a subframe sling - but otherwise it looks like it could

By 1130 hours the load was complete and slipped , bound for Netley Buoys Where the Puma

irrelevant, and all teams are advised to take it slowly . There are three rest areas along the route

suppose if you work at night you got to sleep during the day. Marie used to do that when

Duchess of Pork (right) before she became Slimmer of the Year CLOTHES SHOW offer stylish

said he really enjoyed playing, but his slight worry about it was that at £13.99 it might

of that.' `Do you indeed?' Karl was slightly disapproving. `Forgive me, but as a guest

was in her fleece of down, sleeping the sleep of the young and the innocent and the pure

thirty-three - whether she felt personally slighted by the change. We do know what Jack's views

finance. Seeing that the independents would be slowly strangled so long as they relied exclusively

have nothing to do with McCloy, I like to sleep quiet in my bed.'' Very interesting

admired,' Wexford said dryly. The compliment slightly displeased him. He interpreted it as spurious

could lie for hours, securely wrapped, and sleep - to wake again with the comfortable feeling

main types. The first - rapid eye movement sleep (REM), dream sleep, paradoxical sleep -

or danger, are not conducive to going to sleep is due to adrenalin to a large extent.

two types of sleep - dream sleep and deep sleep , as described in Chapter 3 - but ultradian

be removed from timber and masonry if the slightest suspicion exists that the fungus has reached

roof was not constructed at too shallow a slope , which would cause rain to penetrate its

equally severe remodelling of the south slope of the nave roof which were implemented

his ideas taken seriously. Mr Smick, no slouch , suggested that he write an article for

OSAKA LET'S Enjoy Your Car Life' is the slogan written in big English letters to lure

what many people feared: that Britain was slipping too far behind the superpowers; and was

exceed 2%. Banks will not take up the slack . Bank lending is weak, thanks to the Bank

Since 1950 America and Britain have been the slowest . But if you measure from 1960-90, America

people, enraged by corruption and scornful of slogans , will take to the streets, as they did

December election. Mr Lafontaine favours a slow road to unity, underlines the costs and

hard core of support seemed to have risen slightly during the year, but voting Green in the

them. The killing can then be a long and slow process, and the animals often have to

high losses they were suffering. This slow breeding pattern is typical of small dolphins



cheese, sliced 4 large flavoursome tomatoes, sliced 1 × 15ml/tbsp freshly chopped mixed herbs

down with the pan off the heat. 4. Slowly stir the cream into the pan, then heat

become a struggle between them that was slow to surface until the Diamond Dogs tour

`Nothing shifts or stirs people like a slight underhand threat. They jump. But most of

superlatively played by Isaac Stern. But then slowly , unwillingly, she had to admit that he

enough. The Maharishi Mahesh Yogi was a slickly-packaged Indian guru with a message tailored to

are becoming overcrowded. Scatter slow release fertiliser round all plants that

12th four before being deceived by Kuiper's slower ball, which he skied to extra. Of the 138

the odd profit-taker pushed prices back slightly . In truth, not much has changed.

commemorated the escape of their ancestors 
from

slavery in building the pyramids of Egypt.

here' - he indicated a side pocket - `they slash it. You must put your money here,' and

tears flowed from the bandages, sliding slowly down his pale cheeks, till Donald, playing

said in his deep slow honey voice, with his slightly foreign accent, `Please could you move

golden eyes of the ram. Irina's intense slightly squinting gaze, the way her eyes seemed

wife and retreated to live in a Battersea slum , running his home as a junk shop and seeking

free-time assembling, examining and 
cataloguing

slides of plankton species from the Moray Firth

ill-effects, especially those that developed slowly , took much longer to be identified. Cirrhosis

the Church of England, I lost my faith, slowly but painfully, and at the end of the summer

left: riding high The problem page Audrey Slaughter has led the sort of varied life that gives

should do? I am married, but I have somehow slipped into an affair with a man at our local

until he is finished. He pushes back his sleeve to show scars where I have vaccination

tastefully done. An odd experience it will be to sleep among these spooky and decapitated towers

and kept on the floor beside his bed as he slept was one that looked like a photograph of

recently, Rottweilers in Germany have become slightly lighter in build and longer in the loin

mask-and-glove system) disappoint with their slavish maintenance of monocular perspective. In

But on her lucky nights she would benefit slightly , if she could get away with it, from defecting

try to develop its raw appeal - its punch, slink and sex -into independent dance. So Joel

someone is behind them? Or, should they be slowing down because sooner or later their hectic

all extras. Skiing: A Swiss role on the slide : Chris Gill asks why few British skiers

of International Biography MR CHRISTIAN SLATER is a 22-year old Hollywood thespian best

twisty fibreglass tunnels, down which one slid at high speed, ending in a deep pool at

Review of the week Guttersnipe aims to sleaze Money Everyone's chasing the profits

difficult to slim and as yet there is no diet to slim down-specific problem areas.' When Rose

the rim of the tomato. Replace their top slices on the slant and arrange them in a serving

machines - he was either busy or, conversely, slack to stand on his brush, an affront to Parker

called it `The Big Garden' remote from the slums ; a waste land, crooked trees, and head-high

and literature. He has his own particular slant to everything. A good churchman, he is

a hollowed-out tree-trunk with a wooden slat for sealing the entrance at night. Jackals

handsome, perhaps twenty-three or four, slim , fine-featured and with a shock of pale

transmission, none of the production team had 
the

slightest idea of the impact the film - well, Hannah

bait. Marian knelt and drew her fingers slowly over its glossy coat. Allen cast around

verderers. The Friar was easy-natured and slow to anger. He was casual, careless and lazy

speak for a moment. Then he turned his head slowly . `May I ask where you are going?'



Alexis Weissenberg!' no text INTERVIEW SLAVERY SERVICE? Which role, with respect to the

Pearl has adjusted the upper sound-range slightly from its usual practice. [AJ] HMV CHART

always been concerned with self-improvement, slowly re-building and extending our steadings

fact that millions of farm animals were slaughtered by the peasants rather than allow them

the protected area where piglets can both sleep and, as they get older, eat without challenge

. The splitting of the chrysalis and the slow unhurried unfolding of the brilliantly

items should be stored at ground level, slow-moving stock higher up. 4 It's important

(×19); E. enlargement of same (×56); F. slight separation of enamel from dentine in incisor

principal sexual enjoyment seemed to come 
from

sleeping with young boys and his one foray into

generally accepted that oral contraceptives may slightly enlarge a woman's breasts, but in a few

for a long time, then had an inspiration. Slowly she raised her hands, unpicked her hair

the raw area of his face had turned into a slimy mess. Nell backed away, unable to

to courtyard and grounds (some very steep slopes ), and to Hellfire Corner (including toilets

way to eat - a few chunks of cheese, or slices of meat from a supermarket eaten with fresh

curvaceous bodywork. The result is a slippery profile of 0.. 29 for the hatchback, better

colostomy. He was white faced and moved very slowly and painfully. It was whispered that he

to bed at night, I used to refer to it as slipping into oblivion. So the days were unhappy

his head like a man coming out of a deep sleep . His eyes were glazed. They held him firmly

the diet. Champ, panada (bread and milk), slim bread (potato bread), porridge of various

Billy Bremner and Jimmy Johnstone. THE SLIM UNDERBELLY OF SCOTTISH FOOTBALL 
Law's

Money passed through his hands with the slippery insecurity of a wet ball. ROLL OUT THE

suggestions to a youngster already on the slippery path to delinquency. A large proportion

positively or negatively related? Do the points slope from bottom left to top right (positive

an adequate diet and sufficient exercise, sleep and rest. Tired, malnourished people are

possessed a `cold-blooded spirit of research, slow but accurate reflection and unremitting

there is no wave of popular enthusiasm for slaughtering dogs wholesale. That could happen

complex machines needed for more efficient slaughter . This had introduced them to mechanisms

roughly at the same rate as body size: the slope of the continuous line thus is about 1,

give the wrong impression by quoting that slogan of a well-known Sunday newspaper. Those

too is a product of the hatred, but in a slightly different form from mere rejection. It

the three days per week that animals are slaughtered at the village abattoir the stream is discoloured

from the cab, moves into the appropriate slot in a `V' -shaped track, and switches the

printers and potters to mention but a few. Only slowly did the various industries realise that

that they examined. This led S. Ohno at the Sloan-Kettering Institute in New York to the rather unlikely

not be able to support her children. Her sleep had been very disturbed. She had

possibly because much of it is on north-facing slopes , and it has now declined in numbers.

out because the visibility had suddenly slumped from three miles to fifty yards and all

What model is it Bert?' `She's a '37 500 cc Sloper ,' came the reply, `a fine machine, not

corner he almost ran into the back of a slow moving lorry. The sight of the familiar

shaken from his thoughts by a car which slid silently to a halt beside him. It was a

that it does have drawbacks. Although slowing the traffic down it is unlikely to reduce

all that they had learned, with readings, slides and models. The third and final section

but each time she was able, to grasp the slippery stepping-stone and slowly haul herself

from one subject to another'. Trueswell and Slote are also exponents of the `past use' theory



spring balance you also need a weighing sling . These are specially designed to cradle

experienced workers have found the use of 
packages

slow , as the conventional system allows them

underground in hibernating masses sharing their slight body heat, fish gather in vast protective

sit on the edge of the bed, you stand up slowly , and when you're happy you're off, off

by Leon Bakst which depict the story of Sleeping Beauty, with members of the Rothschild

mushrooms and fry for 2-3 minutes. Remove 
with a

slotted spoon and set mushrooms aside. 2.

imaginable condiment and delicacy, such as sliced jellyfish with vinegar and soy sauce. `

over a medium heat. 4. Turn over each slice with a palette knife and cook the other

£6.99). It tells a very familiar tale of sleepless nights and beds full of small, noisy children

another land for murdering their husbands, slept with demons. If you take the south

pleasure at the growth of the amateur game is slightly tempered by an inevitable feeling of what

of dinner that night the poor thing was slumped against the bar but had provided excellent

Himalayan skiing has had a long and painfully slow gestation period beginning with the activities

involved in plans to build a large plastic slope , and golf course, at the site I visited

Elizabeth had been amazed to see workmen slicing through stone blocks with hand-axes, just

the powers that be to look again at the slalom rules that allow dipping and sideways 
presentations

the rest was a wilderness of weed with a slate path up to the back door. He walked

rotation. Had the axial spin of M been slower than that of synchronous rotation then

the population producing the lhb would be slight , because in the formation of planets each

It sounded like footsteps, followed by a sliding noise, as of someone pressing themselves

had a bit of indigestion and I couldn't sleep .' `I don't suppose you know what

. Others brought to light with more care slim , dark bottles of wine with the dust and

some way, held in trust.' It was in a sleazy neighbourhood, but then again so were most

teach. This is a fluid quantity that can slip from a department's grasp as students switch

n't mind me asking.' Bridget looked slightly embarrassed. `I don't know really

is to repeat with some change - not the slight degree of change we have shown above, but

the whole of the brass. To reproduce the slurring of the chords on to the octave D on the

tasks were performed by Blacks, and female slaves could be found on the trains carrying water

has th' + a sign up saying + prices are slashed + so she hopes lots of customers will be

taekwondo fighting stance, in which the body is slightly inclined to present less of an open target

Ángel of Death.' He said it in English, slowly , as though enjoying the sound of the words

wait for his words to sink in, then added, slowly and with emphasis, `Pizarro was a thug.

two men.' We were climbing now, the lower slopes of the mountains patched with the terraced

back That's right. play it over again. Or slow it down. Aye. You were telling me about

Deceptively heavy eyelids gave her face an air 
of

sleepy sensuality which boyfriends vowed was the

hand and tugged the poppy-flowered silk sleeve of her sheath-dress, and then caught at

silence between them. Feeling as if she were slowly dying inside, she listened to the words

outsiders to go, and for the sleepy children to slip off, melt away through the trees. The candles

Zenaida - Zenaida, who had been robbed of sleep by the curse of another fairy, and had

she had made her, with the almond eyes and slender limbs of Caterina…. What then? Rosalba

of the mitre with a drawstitch and hem or slipstitch the remainder of the hem. Narrow

her returned, for Rachaela was instantly slapped . `How did you know,' she said, `I

was another pain, but it was different, slow and dosing. Something cried like



off-white, the pattern was transformed. The slight and subtle variation offered by reversing

grey-brown, tail coverts white. Underparts slate grey in dark-breasted race bernicia, breeding

get into the photographic laboratory. Very slowly and carefully, she began stealing negatives

for a couple of hours; memory builds up slowly over that time, and so the cellular changes

navy-blue carpet, some settling on the bedroom slippers she wore. Her hair was dishevelled and

Dr Johnson was curious to know where she slept … She answered with a tone of emotion, saying

side, make a parallel zigzag, and wait for sleep . SEVEN Two packets of sandwiches snuggled

kind of vegetation growing on high mountain slopes in lower latitudes. Similarly the term

. Cold-adapted collembola may metabolize slightly faster than temperate species; in laboratory

after day the bitter weather continued and sliding and slipping home on the frozen snow through

all the time. From hour to hour one's life slipped away from one into the haze, before one

the flames, Dyson felt something else. For slowly , propelled by some unseen force, the coffin

money on a load of lunatics, so they've slung them out and turned the asylums into conference

up to my room. But I had a poor night's sleep . When Maria knocked on the door at half

Angels and, not least of all, the rapidly sliding situation on the Base itself - might follow

sharp angled corners it feels as if the slightest pressure would collapse it. Being

of money. In London a computer generated slide containing just text will cost anywhere

smooth, their cuffs stretch beyond their sleeves and rest lightly on their gold watch bracelets

clerk. Another delay as the work train was slowly shunted along, and as there were no seats

locations of a series of entries with folded slips . The second book was the same. Carson looked

raid for weapons or a mission of sabotage, slipped into the settlement in the dark and remembered

market had virtues too long eclipsed by slavish conformity to collective ideals that no

acknowledged that Britain and the USA have 
been

slower in evolving decentralized, flexible 
manufacturing

warder relationships? Nicholson remained slightly ahead of his group so that they could never

, and Magee had to wipe it away with the sleeve of his coat in order to see through the

The trade in all his restaurants had been slack over the past couple of weeks, and he was

Hitch and smiled thinly, wetting her lips slightly with the tip of her tongue. The gesture

' `Your mother's affairs progress. Slowly , as I'm afraid is always the case. The

his own room. Billie had drifted back to sleep and he shook her awake. `What's the

`Come!' he said briskly, moving up the slope , away from her. `Let's explore the place

she'd expected, it was from Li Yuan. She slowed , reading what he had written, then stopped

carefully, he drew back the sheet, letting it slip from her body, exposing her nakedness.

resting in its mane, then lowered her head slightly . `You shouldn't have, my love. I have a

basis that the police would have been much slower and more painstaking. Their heavy-handed

decentralisation of decision-making authority. Sloan recognised that centralisation and 
decentralisation

houseboat on Chichester Harbour. Enter one slightly grubby swan, stage right, to swim nonchalantly

white and gold. And his smile, appearing slowly as he looked down at us, gleamed with a

uncurtained windows. William, bagged in his 
grubby

sleeping suit, lay as always on his back, both arms

her dressing-gown pocket she felt the cold slippery plasticine of her model of Dr. Lorrimer

your previous ones. 8. If you are passing slightly to one side of the DF facility, and there

system developed by AEA and licensed to SLS Ltd. At one hospital alone almost 300 children

desperately needed if we are to stem this slide into anarchy and social dissension.

powers agreed to take no further part in the slave trade. They agreed to abolish it. Erm various



small pieces of furniture were allocated a sliding scale of points which could be exchanged

the pre-war years. In the more notorious slum districts, there appears to have been little

Gillian on a bar-stool with satin skirt slashed to the hip, Stuart nonchalantly hefting

unavoidable. The implication was that the slaughter had all been in vain. The lesson of the

£125; Boots Glossy Opaque tights, £6.99 SLEEK CHIC Principles georgette shirt with beaded

napkin over, and fold the lower corner up slightly (pic 2). Fold the left and right-hand

nuance. Perhaps the very opening of the slow movement, marked pianissimo , could have

also comes with an uncommonly perceptive sleeve-note by Lewis Foreman. Still, it only takes

snow is dancing', which are both on the slow side. On the final disc, the Suite bergamasque

POSTGATE. HISTORIC RECORDINGS 
DVORAK.

SLAVONIC DANCES. I reviewed this 1935 recording

the rather close digital piano image seems slightly artificial in its bright presence. Elgar

- nothing like the decrusted, water-thin slivers of memory. There was a lady in a hat, only

band which plasters its debut album's inner sleeve with the self-same oval leitmotiv is tempting

was an improvement - eyes less puffy, or slightly less wrinkled. All also said they would

duration, and the oversized tin hats kept slipping over our faces, as we scrambled in the

it would be 2.00 am and far too cold to sleep in the sub-zero winds that blew around

dining hall, we stood to attention to sing a slow lament called ` Souvenir qui Passe ', before

done. But then the baby would stir in its sleep and put up one tiny pink hand, perhaps

Majesty about affairs is both seldom and slender ,' he wrote. Following the death of William

highly responsive to material factors. Slightly different factors were at work in the Essex

remedies, savin, ergot of rye, penny royal, slippery elm, squills and hierpicra; compounds of

something for nothing or at least for a very slight effort. Of course, the prizes are crucial

, however. They know their way about the slag-bank as a shepherd knows his way about the fells

reached by an open staircase. At night I slept in the big kitchen on the brown leatherette

are displaced towards the corresponding slits and that the single symmetrical hump in

just above the ground. The pilot increased slightly the aircraft's climb altitude and the flock

mid-1983, more stable oil prices helped slow the rate of inflation, and employment prospects

the truth." " I was hot - I couldn't sleep . I went out - for air -" Lady Roscarrock

another, eating the green tops along with the slices . No one interrupted him. There seemed to

stream? Far, far away Beyond the heather, sliding away all night. Take me with you, stream

should be encouraged and allowed to write it slowly enough to write it correctly. 4 He should

it out. Taking a deep breath, he walked slowly across the room and sat down in the easy

manage. I mean, look at Philip!" Slowly , with no change of expression, Bert buttered

presentation to illustrate the talk. A selection of slides and display boards are relatively cheap

ended when he knocked her to the ground and slammed out of the room, hearing her laughter following

swing back to its original position. SLEEP RECORDING MONTAGES The definitive 
work

infant's EEG during quiet sleep has few slow waves, and no sleep spindles. Slow waves

arousals during the night. The twenty-year-old sleeps with fewer interruptions than the thirty-six-year-
old

during the night at the beginning of each REM sleep period, and then allowed to return to sleep

dream incorporation results in continued sleeping . Experimental evidence shows that the 
incorporation

outcomes of lowered arousal, but as the sleepy subject is performing a work-paced task

Airline pilots commonly have difficulty in sleeping properly after long flights, especially

performance was affected by the lack of sleep . Referring to recent studies indicating



As with the effects of sleep reduction, sleep displacement or increased sleep on their

remedy the situation. Two types of sleep occur during the sleep cycle. The first

nervous. Alter a milky drink she settled and slept until woken by the nurses for a cup of

of Churchill: `The P.M. [sat] with narrow slips of paper on which he inscribed the three

Soviet apologists of 1939-40, and for the slovenliness , almost the vulgarity, of language for

conceited, and despite his appearance, which 
was

slightly against him, as far as his ears went. Only

ignored it'. Peyrefitte created a service, SLII , whose 12 members - from the cabinets of

them; but for the moment the firing was slack . The sepoys must be well aware that the

fundamental values of Christianity; such that slavery then became an impossibility. Liberation

his hands. A moment later the front door slammed shut. He suddenly grabbed the beer can

you send it to the table cut out a thin slice in the form of half a diamond, and lay

? Bewitched you with her lying tales and slippery ways as well as my poor sister!'

but make sure that the queen goes in. Then slide the glass slowly across to cover the compartment

is Prov 24.30: I passed by the field of a sluggard , and by the vineyard of a man without sense

granddaughter doin'?' William asked, a slight slur in his voice. `She's fine,' Carrie

re-open factories. Despite the rhetoric of slogans looking to the socialization of industry

occupancy and one must remember that a ` sleeper ' lost (bed unoccupied) is a financial loss

were high up a ladder and began to feel it slipping , or if we had a `near miss' in a car. This

us physically, though we may be used to sleeping longer. The fifth stage of sleep is known

same original work by Harris loaned by the Slade where he was a student. Harris opened his

. A third measure will allow small slaughterhouses to use larger slaughterhouses to provide

when rubbed into the parchment, gives a slight tooth. The quill nib produces a crisper

its final, blood red spotlight on Cloggy's slabs and buttresses. By the time we reached

knocker on the black wooden door. A judas hole slid back and a youthful face peered out at

you have to leave to do anything except sleep and eat meals. It has sprouted shopping

owls THE GREAT: gorillas, hippos, sloths , ants THE HORRIFIC: praying mantises

confronts his own identity. `CITY SLICKERS ' A comic romp starring Billy Crystal

he is perhaps best known for abolishing slavery in Pennsylvania 1780 and for his important

quilt over my head, turned over, I went to sleep . I didn't even bother wake up when the

n't they? The top would go back. Er, and I slided a wee bit. Slid. Slid. Mm. Did she look

at you? Does is gnaw at you? It just sli slightly gnaws at times. Like your ear. That's slightly

it. I just turned over and went back to sleep . would you like some more coffee? And

nothing in it, yeah, we, we had a loaf once, sliced , brown bread and there was a line across

, no Sing it again, nice and clearly and slowly Two little apples high in the tree, two

starky Are you alright then? You look all sleepy . You just got up? No, I've been up for

switch you on five Yeah so we're talking slip roads and you know how to test for right

warrant a risk which by then appeared so slight . The disturbances on the borders of Brecon

comma to appear between items of data; this slows down data entry for a skilled keypuncher

`o they're likely to `it first.' Slowly , inch by inch, the three men advanced the

the next hour he wrote out his thoughts slowly , then rewrote the simple account of what

and that the edges of the wound had been slow to heal. `You could have done with

enough . Oh, I wish she'd hurry up and go to sleep ! I think I'll have to put her down again

not pheasant wouldn't he? She's gone to sleep . poke her awake swimming now. Yeah. Yeah

think about it. You look like you need a sleep . No I don't. Well you're yawning away there



thing then do you? What? I'll talk in back slang , if you want. Go on then. What? Shut your

normally have, some people say you should 
have

slip-ons but I ca I, I couldn't get them in, in

he only puts them on the floor. Are you sleeping there? Just put them on the floor then.

another board on, half of it's and half of it sleep . And that's pretty well . And I've got

my mum like that we I told my mum we'd be sleeping over and she said that was alright and

all over her but you don't have to say he slept over. No. say he was sick well you can't

sit on the bench. It's only raining I mean slept . So. Can't believe it. do? Ah but what's

? Well she had some they were like right slim at end and then went like that, and she

seem to be One A four. Now A four is those slopeys . They do don't they? Yes. And it's bad

work, that's it . she said I could of I'm , slept this morning. I'm generally ok during the

kick-off they were in the lead… a defence slip-up by watford but they all count… Les Robinson

charity in Malvern funded their visit and slowly they fit in with school life- St Bede's

much the underdogs. Yesterday they were slaughtered by England… but they're learning more about

waking every 3 hours, to turn him in his sleep . She says. We feed him 8 or 9 times

biggest glass manufacturer has seen a dramatic slide in profits for the third year running.

written letters to the planning authorities slamming the move. Shoreline walks But council

crisis and Mr Major's failure to halt the slide in the Government's unpopularity. Tory

Lancashire in the Benson and Hedges Cup, 
again

slumped as the Pakistani all-rounder ripped through

fifth of the season. Darren Anderton slipped past Tom Cowan's lethargic tackle and his

lying in wait. Economy continues it's slow recovery By Andrew Stevens THE UK economy

other occasions, so that it doesn't er, slip into the recesses. Er, and the other thing

with splits look good - choose one with a slit at the back or a discreet side slit, and

can nearly double its workload with only a slight increase in costs, a public meeting was

everything. And feed the birds. A side of Slimbridge the public never sees. Read in studio

slipped into a frill fronted red jacket and slimline skirt from Future Ozbek at Earth, and a

's team are to hold down a crucial fourth slot in Pool A which would keep alive their

their own retail outlets. There are however slight variations, the first being where the independent

factors, the partial fraction expansion is slightly modified. Should, say, the factor ( ) be

thief in the night?' Cranston grinned slyly . `I must have words with you, Brother,

snapped. `Now the thaw's come, anyone could slip in and out of a postern gate.' Cranston

this was hardly surprising. Despite his sleepless night, de Castelnau at once went on to

you? Now, where Oh! was I gone ! Gone to sleep . This old rough looking fella, he looks

well that's two foot in it? that's on the slack out, I mean when he's got it all pumped

fact recover fairly well, probably with slightly fewer of the species that have been taken

accommodated as well as any variation of sleeve length, neck or panel inset (it would probably

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION The 
Society's

slot at the Barbican Festival is at 2.15 p.m.

read `These seats are for those of very slim build only'. Joy was now standing

drawled towards the door and unzipped it slightly . I could see no further than half a metre

these er these wee slipper boxes. Antique slipper boxes. And we would polish them so far,

range of subjects. I would like to ask you a slightly different question. For many years I was

crucifying aloneness, there is a silent screaming slide into the bowels of ultimate despair. I

ground to a lower waisted dress with big sleeves and a shorter skirt, and the impression

you can see we've got a slightly puffed sleeve and it's quite full here, but it is tight



get A, B and C in and do a nice ten minute slot with them. Mostly news interviewers are

rates that we pay them. We've made it a slimmer , and hopefully erm more cost effective,

wide, open space and feels he is driving slower than he actually is. One video shows

drive at Kapil Dev and an edge to second slip . Hick's first innings 64 looked as

Brian Say, 44, had been allowed to sleep undisturbed during the night at his home

slugs, many from the Far East! The slugs, slipped into recycled snail shells, make up for

transformed the city of Los Angeles from a 
quiet,

sleepy little town to the point where it is the

Operating profits from the construction division slumped from £13.1 million to £1.5 million, with

scene saw Mrs Chandler walking with a man slightly smaller than her, about 5ft 8in tall.

yesterday for rescuing a pony trapped after it slipped down a drain. The six-month-old animal

Wotherspoon has a few more tricks up his sleeve , too. `We are already considering

units a year at a time when activity had slumped to 135,000 units. There was better

Afterwards, he admitted, he did not sleep . But he is left with memories his

company's finances started them on a downward slide again. The bad news from the analysts

a hospital had to be rescued from a cow slurry pit. Firemen hauled the middle aged

when rescuers managed to haul it on to a slipway and take it back to Douglas. The

recall Slaven for tactical reasons. ` Slaven proved his fitness in the Reserves last

.' Brighton must hate the sight of Slaven . He hit a hat-trick at Brighton last

Mark Proctor is ruled out today. Bernie Slaven or Andy Payton, second-half substitutes

Street, Liverpool, at 7.30pm. Sliding in: A slide/talk presentation on the Los Angeles revolt

such positions between them. Knifeman slashes girl, 16 Tracey Kandohla A MANIAC slashed

Perkins JEALOUS Jason Osborne bludgeoned 
his

sleeping brother to death with a mallet in a row

heart stopped as doctors tried to repair her slashed face. Anaesthetist Dr Gouri Shankar

Stone… Minutes before, as Stone had slipped surreptitiously from his house, his furtive

intended for stamp collectors, as these have slightly rounded ends, are longer than normal and

forehead. And a neat moustache which gave him 
a

slightly rakish, debonair look. As their eyes

come to her house and get a decent night's sleep . Mary lived in Ormskirk, and so far they

pushed out the cold bottle and lay listening. Slowly she became aware that it wasn't quiet at

American Julie Parisien, the top-ranked slalom racer, is strong in three events and seems

and FA Cup `double' in 1961, last night slammed the modern game for failing to provide

tarmac, another hazard is the camber - the slight upward curve to the centre of the surface

incorporate extra sliders to allow for carrying a sleeping mat. Ice-axe loops and straps should

with the harness facing you and the slings slackened off. Flex your knees, grasp the top of

below, a good long outdoor ski run The slopes themselves are made up of tough diamond

funny as getting your bottom caut in a bacon slicer . I tolled him i thort he was rong and that

Eric hesitated. Then he said very slowly , `It's not W… O… T, and it's not W… H…

also riveted on the glass. And now, quite slowly , there began to creep over Matilda a most

road to recovery yesterday as furious fans slammed the way his Wembley concert was cancelled

takings. But as he turned to flee, Derek slumped at the wheel, clutching his chest.

blaze TODDLER Natalie Godfrey, who hated sleeping in the dark, was killed yesterday when

GOING ON' Marvin Gaye THIS, ALONG with Sly 's `There's A Riot Going On', attempted

most squarely on the head. ON THE sleeve of Suede's debut single, `The Drowners'

in the lull when even the snipers seem to sleep , Marina was dreaming of death when she



supporter, estimated that after those years of slog and sweat they had debts of £20,000 they

pools, it's a cert you'd celebrate with a slap-up party for friends - and that's how we're

ready to move forwards when are others are sliding backwards. All around us the signs are

THE cost of medical insurance could be slashed by ONE FIFTH if greedy hospital consultants

yesterday's national anthem. Picture: ARNOLD SLATER WADDLE BLOW JOHN EDWARDS 
CROCKED Chris

says that PCs, even with the 486, are far slower , that hidden costs such as graphics cards

good luck to Jack Mason tomorrow,' said a slightly flustered Stewart Hart. `And now back to

Serial Line Internet Protocol and Compressed SLIP support remote personal computers and X

style. Thus local styles which bear some slight resemblance to a powerful foreign prototype

SCSI 2, one VME and two HIO (mezzanine) slots . Deskside systems start at £114,000, rackmounts

move. CA's business is being hit by the slowdown in mainframe sales, while Sun, with its

System. It includes three master/slave SBus slots , up to 128Mb internal memory, an Optal-
Mechanical

integrated SCSI adaptor, and eight Micro 
Channel

slots . The Model 640 has a suggested price of

while Chelmsford disposed of the mighty Slough after a penalty shoot-out at Chelmer Park

kitchen that brightens every day. Both models slide in and out so that you can clean behind

that Vauxhall was supposed to make. Sleek , dramatic good looks were supposed to be

to organise a tender. Georgiana. A 92' sloop by Camper & Nicholson. SWAN 65 KETCH

madness, when the nightmares of waking and sleeping states merge indistinguishably; and his

stores, Superdrug and Boots Food Centres. SLYM MORE OF WHAT YOU LIKE As soon as kids 
learn

Beauties… from the home of `VIVISENT' Sleep is an important time for any young child

She had been looking at Mick, but turned slowly and looked at Joe, and smiling slightly

do that.' The car gave a roar, then slowly moved out of the garage; the dim side-lights

they were worn pointing downwards, and at a slight angle so that one corner was lower down

selected frequency bands, and a separate slider for gain. The battery compartment is located

general fish tonic 6 Anti White Spot 7 Anti Slime and Velvet 8 Anti Fungus and Finrot 9 Anti

disadvantage of not being able to view your slide without a projector or viewer, the problem

the inclusion of some particular food in a slimming diet would specifically help overweight

highly popular low-carbohydrate method of slimming . Dieters were told that they only had to

add up to faster, easier, more effective slimming . The fact is that from the moment you put

newcomer to the hobby, so new that nobody has slotted them into a genus yet. There is some confusion

felt a little clumsy. This way round, the slimline look is nicely preserved. The pickups

of high flying thrash titans Metallica, Slayer , Anthrax and Megadeth, there's no denying

Everything the Stax band did was minimal, but 
it

slotted together. You don't have to say too much

At the same time, shift your position slightly . c. Also take a deep breath - letting

and leap up. Instead, stretch, curl up and slowly reach sitting position by pressing the

comforting lullaby. Such a traveller may sleep soundly and awaken refreshed - that is,

ago. The invading motorway, the M62, sliced and slashed its way across the peaceful

really be able to spoil yourself with a slice of Tesco Chocolate Roulade. It's a rich

Alligator Records and producing the album 
Guitar

Slinger , the cover of which shows him playing

fashion. Eventually, I found I could hang the slide on my index finger and doodle around that

favourite sport of the moran, in a tone only slightly less indulgent than that which might be

and 6-string models in the range have a slightly extended scale length of 35&ins; to help



habitat offers water that is on the soft side, slightly acidic and heavily vegetated. They also

there to give some talks on motivation and slimming and had a stand displaying my books. Sue

to your chest. Hold up for a count of 10. Slowly relax down to the floor. Repeat the exercise

little fat would burn away. As soon as the slimmer returned to normal eating all the lost

the fire for the truth was that she had slept very little and, when she did drift off

Glenn Close as the woman with the hots for slimeball Michael Douglas. Director Adrian Lyne guides

singer Robin tells us what freeloading, slouch-happy scum bums we Londoners are. `If you

unhurriedly down the drive towards them. Fair 
and

slim , he wore a white shirt, tight blue jeans

the Arts and Crafts movement and this gets slightly more detailed attention. There is also

a 140,000-square-foot three storey annex slated for unveiling within less than a year.

myself anyway. I see you've salvaged your sleeping-bag , Mr Parsons. I'll throw some towels down

local people'. It denies that it is sliding out of its responsibility towards

and frustrations to one side, roll up his sleeves and get to work. If nothing else, the games

powers of darkness make work difficult and slow . Pray for His encouragement and strength

and villages of England, where work has slowed to a trickle and where the landlords have

pattens and, concealing them in her cloak, slipped noiselessly into the tower, past the 
guardchamber

paratroops were dropped to snipe among them, slowing their retreat and allowing the battle-hardened

course. This means that they are always slightly damp, and so step paint would tend to bubble

act of Parliament has brought about the slaughter , so only by a political action can the

colours, numbers and sounds. His progress was slow because his retention was poor. At

He felt that Balbinder needed to work slowly and not be pushed - he needed more time

and decision-making procedures. These were slow to develop, and the realisation of this

not to have extended to the anterior. Gill slits may have been present, but are hard to

ratios characteristic of high-Al TTD suites. Slabs being subducted today at the rims of large

art blam'd shall not be thy defect, /For slander 's mark was ever yet the fair', with its

regular ford and drove across with the water slopping in over the floor of the Land rover, but

Pacific golden plover with the greys. They are slimmer-looking birds than our own Eurasian plovers, and

old he was. Like herself, he had a very slippery grasp on the past. And he frankly admitted

by destroying the contents of the studio, slashing all his canvases, painted or not, then

glances, and on the second occasion seemed to slow his pace, as if he might stop and attempt

Except for one. As the speed of the display slowed he seemed to catch - oh so fleetingly -

violently nationalist than Serbia's president, Slobodan Milosevic, are on the rise. On May 31st

uniforms. Very sexy. Blue-grey slicksuits like slate and glitzy black insignia. Shiny boots.

In extremis we can obtain new progenoids slowly through testslaves. Yet be not rash. An

blood… In the control-head two great slanted eye-screens scanned the arena. Sergeant

of the brow. They gave the face, even in sleep , a look of clownish surprise, enhanced

little Tuscan cigar. The Captain tried to slide the back window down as unobtrusively as

dominated by Stac Polly, here seen end on as a slender spire, and then finally joins the Ullapool-
Achiltibuie

circumvent natural obstacles, and progress is slow by main road standards. The scenery alongside

multiplied, and for a time they looked like sleeping the market, but their disadvantages in

lobby. Then he can head for other Grand Slam victories and eventually that coveted No.

3:23). I don't know how a first-century slave would have taken this directive to regard

sloping for the shoulders. In other words the slope will dip rather than rise while you continue



funk and blues (Jimi Hendrix, Parliament, Sly Stone, Dr John), and Richard likes crooners

pattern has more in common with the single bed slip pattern shown in the first article, although

It has a slender torpedo-shaped body with slightly elongated finnage. A brightly glowing

rocks, the uplifts by cutting out a groove slightly larger than required in the flat of the

be big enough that the hand can easily be slipped out. On rocky ground the friction

it too early and you may be dangerously slowed . Leave it too late and you may climb 
dangerously

full length of the eaves. If the roof slope is less than 15° (including flat roofs)

the 5ft long flexible tumble-dryer hose slots into place Left: Central ventilation

the clips, adjusting as necessary; oval slots allow some play 7 Place the shelf on the

was the last to join the RISC bandwagon, Slater notes - repeating a comment made some time

Quality Advantage for quality assurance, SLT Advantage for sales management, Product

SuperSparc', also known as Viking. It is a clock slower then Viking and based on a different philosophy

evening meal. Dzo bells lulled us to sleep and then woke us to a clear and sunny morning

the barges plough the blue waters nothing slows their stately progress, no wind fills their

great. It looked as if the Elves would be slain to a man. Now there was nothing else for

organisms respond in a similar way to the much slower changes of sea level in the lengthy periods

are frequently debated but unfortunately sloganised . Reasons such as `over-indulgence in the

that for all its power the Imperium was slowly succumbing to the attentions of aliens,

in a dazzling silver thread. He drew the sliver of light across that limb of the hydra

?' Jaq shouted in response and promptly slammed his visor shut in case of gas attack. Meh'Lindi

contains some lime, has an alkaline reaction. Slower-acting than most artificials, it is best hoed

The wood ended at a wheat field that sloped downhill to the unhedged road from which

was still a chance. It was a very slight chance, a mere wisp of straw snatched against

very versatile shape for everyone from the slender to the grandest size. I love it knitted

baby or a large adult, for tuck stitch, slip stitch, lace, Fair Isle, garter stitch,

White's quiet opening may still lead to a slight edge for him if Black permits e4. Arnason

Sunderland flyingboat and the Loire 130 were slightly damaged at their moorings. March 1941

last urine sample of the day being taken slowly back to the laboratory' PURPLE PROSE

and `Rack Me Back' is his most delicious slow-groove tune in years, reminiscent of a Bobby Bland

path now beckoned me through the trees. I slowed down to catch my breath, and stepped into

must be sorted out, and third-world debt slashed - but what can we do in the meantime? The

being a `double veteran' - American army slang for raping a woman and then murdering her

transport the Spectra along the centre of the sleeve . We have found that a lot of newcomers

flying the model towards you at slower and slower speed (and at a safe height) with short

looks like thick dark blood, and the tiny sliver of bone she has removed. Both will be sent

pudding and creamed potatoes,' I reply, slipping into my part. `Sounds delicious…'

over the counter and, resting on one elbow, slowly closed a huge hand over mine and the fiver

were attached to the ends of the jacket sleeves .. `Proper job,' remarked George.

crunching cruise that is `Cushy Daughter' slam-dances its way into the spotlight. A taut fusion

spectacular, sensual starting point with slow bits and crazed barrages and everything

've got the language down pat. You hear a slang word in a pub or shop in Manchester, you

tableau. The optimal solution is . A slight modification of the procedure will enable

He took her to a graveyard high on the slope behind the house. `It's consecrated

against the sprigged cotton dress which was slightly too tight for her. The neckline was low



if you look more closely you may spot a slight increase in the graininess of the picture

the camcorder firmly; stand with the feet slightly apart and the elbows tucked into the body

road and cross-country runner, has been slowly picking up speed during his first six or

on offer. It all starts with a few slow miles in the suburbs, then out into the

Opera House has two score of inexpensive slip seats sold only after ten of the clock

temperatures above 70°F. Water condition: Slightly acid conditions, with a pH of 6.5-6.8,

Comments: This sub-species is fairly slow-growing , but has attractive foliage. Like the other

slightly hard water, with a DH of 5-15. Slightly acid, with a pH of 6.5-6.8. Comments

18 states with 222 votes, while Bush is slowly closing the gap with 192 votes in 22 states

guru David Plowright from Granada TV's top slot . But no-one complained about yesterday

&frac14; in) strips 1 medium onion, finely sliced 100g (4oz) button mushrooms, wiped and

but not there. The thread in his head was slipping away… slipping away. He turned. `

assisted by exactly the factors that are slowing house buying: a flight into deposit-based

still be here, I sometimes feel, walking slowly back to the cottage: there are ghosts in

their spirit or life energy. The stone slabs are known as Nagacoils and are mostly placed

generated by the Mind in its normal waking or sleeping state which moves from one sensation to

the people of God and hurled it from his sling after the manner of David. It pierced the

standard with oak trim. There were full length slatted benches and maple veneer ceilings in four

Lodge said that her baby's leg tag may have slipped off. `It was never very tight,' she said

roofing felt, with the aesthetic appeal of slates . Their heavyweight glass-fibre base is

fierce'.' Maybe he had never been innocent. Sly cigarettes from the age of eight.

movies, was breaking up and bits of it were sliding all over the ancient and sacred lots. At

Musmanno and a melodramatic comedy about Slavic miners by Harry R. Irving, but there were

experience. Equally exhilarating are the slow circles across the sky that buzzards make

gapped texts, gapped according to the chosen sluices . A variety of formats are available; you

multiply-handicapped individuals. There has 
been

slightly greater interest in Cued Speech, but again

the fire arms necessary for capturing more slaves and in turn defending their slaves against

eyes and managed to raise some petitions on slavery 's behalf, though few compared with the

each time the adventurers walk along it - slightly longer, shorter, thinner, lower ceiling

, can be terminal. Even then progress is slowed to a snail's pace, and the capacity for

climbing hut near the top for those who like to sleep near the crags. There's good bouldering

when I was trained. They may be packaged slightly differently but they are based upon the

natural if you bed them into the gravel slightly , as if they have been there for years.

minutes. The organisers wisely elected for a slower , but much drier, exit! Many a display

design pedestrian-friendly cars, to enforce slow speeds in housing areas, or to educate

since he lay on his camp-bed and watched me sleeping naked with his beloved wife, the woman

vigorous exercise every day. 6 Adapt any other slimming diet by using substitutes for the four

together?' That night he decided to sleep in Dad's room. When he opened the door

sat down and held him. `I didn't want to sleep in my old bed,' she whispered. `I wanted

thought, with its high cheekbones, long, slightly concave nose, wide, full lips and dark,

dawn. I think I'll get a couple of hours' sleep .' But it was an hour later before they

The régisseur hesitated, then smiled a slow gap-toothed smile. `No, Monsieur

between us.' ` Je vous aime .' Grégoire slipped one small hand around Edouard's neck, and

grape grows less well on these north-facing slopes and, though less in evidence, has recently



metres on south-east and south-west-facing slopes although some climb steeply from the outskirts

off her queasy innards. `Is this a slaver then? How many folks did it carry?' and

must look different after a night spent sleeping beside the nigger. If they knew they'd

watched her from under his lashes, pretending sleep while the last rags of memory dropped away

spoke touched him. He said mockingly: `A slave turned teacher?' She recognized the

course. Moments later, as Lake Balkhash slipped away below him, Vologsky made a minor 
adjustment

the opportunity. It came again as James slipstreamed Jody at the chicane, ever so close to the

least, not yet. The last words had simply slipped out. Then, recovering her composure, she

$1,141.3m; net profit for the nine months slumped 40.6% at $80.6m on turnover that rose 16.5%

very much. Then I made him a little tent to sleep in, but for a few weeks I always took my

seats with him nimbly as the boat drifted slowly about. Then she sat back, watching him

for example, Belfast vernacular are kep, slep , swep , deletion is categorical for many

the writer was awakened from his narcotic slumbers by a knocking at his cottage door:

she had always wanted to be. There was a slackening of the tension in the psychic umbilicus

Whaddon. It is only natural that his pace has slowed and perhaps that gazelle-like mind, which

she had from him. My brother Sean is very slow , and I feel my stepfather had something

eleven L.A.s in the North-East, concluded slightly differently: Those authorities with

information?' asked Mr Bumble suspiciously, slipping the coins into his pocket. `About

He moved with his usual lightning speed, slapping her brutally across the face. She reeled

noticeable than ever in the morning, as if sleeping refreshed it. `You've tied up your

firm has employees but, in the absence of slavery , the workers have inalienable rights. A

said that Rose Lipman, having climbed from slop-girl at Kelly's Melodrama Theatre in Paradise

eccentricity. `How do you want the music? 
Fast?

Slow ? Medium?' They didn't get the job.

where competitors enjoy nothing more than slitting each other's throats; Virgin's tribulations

while learning, so its learning process is slower than that of Wisard. The learning search

by tundra. Each winter flocks return to Slim bridge, the largest congregation of the

along the track before sensing intruders and slithering off into cover. Obligingly it had allowed

branches sighing in the drifting currents. Slowly , Fand leaned her forehead on the spear-shaft

Cities I speak of?' `Yes,' said Ruth slowly . Things were becoming clear; she remembered

mention the screaming. Perhaps it was like sleepwalking and she wasn't aware of it. Perhaps it

burglar's been squirted with ammonia and slashed with a sword and pelted with ball-bearings

gulley. Three screens showed views of the slim man's shelter of rocks, but all that could

continuous pain by the end of their long, slow hike, and Bernice was able to boost the

had yet to speak a word to us. We slanted across to the far bank and ran before the

Rose bored each other. They connived in a sleepy state of inertia. This week, prompted

corridor of the train, which was already sliding away from its platform. She watched Paris

Egyptians used to use rose. It's a sort of slight relaxing and an aphrodisiac and it's supposed

signs out the back of police cars that says slow down, danger? Yes, c or another sign that

to put them. Yeah. should do it's a bit sloppy in the notation convention. So if you just

interest in pearls. Roman ladies liked to sleep with their pearls and Caligula thought

moderate their pace (Esther accelerating slightly , Alix marginally slowing down) so that

communities. Although change may evolve slowly , problem-posing can be a nurturing process

scrupulous attention to personal hygiene slightly sinister in a man. This, of course

155,000 in 1979 (table 5.4). Steady but slow growth in numbers is predicted for the



Tarling at this month. Despite being slap bang in the middle of the historic capital

in Britain and the United States favoured slow motion as a way of rendering privileged

flat shoes, he in a light sport jacket and slacks , just as they've come from rehearsal. This

remote from the theatrical traditions of slap and wigs. The category extends from Rambaldi

perfect and absolute silence of the wet lazy slap of water against water and the rolling

slightly different er they come here in a slightly different capacity to other speakers. And

childhood. (Small corpses, shells, a living slow-worm once.) Another lorry rumbled past the rented

we all slaves? Are we somehow less than slaves ? They wouldn't believe me, even if

stairwell, and I know there was someone sleeping there. Erm but I certainly never felt under

Self-proclaimed `leaders' had put forward 
`extremist

slogans ', such as `Georgia for the Georgians' and

this Slippery Elm, well you could get a Slippery Elm drink, you know you know these milky

cist, divided into two storeys by a flat slab of stone, with an inhumation in the lower

compass of it. viz." Cuirim cumerih dhia umid sluagh dall tharrid do vho gach gabhadh Sosgeul

The 422S comes in the familiar CIC Sigma slim tower. We're witnessing the slow death

a normal 16-bit slot at other times. The slot wasn't occupied with a high speed video

arrangement of boards - where there's one card slotted into the motherboard with three expansion

containing red, blue and green liquid. Lantern slides of each image were made, and projected

year age group as a categoric variable the slope of the relation between log e albumin excretion

into community care settings has been slow, slower than anticipated I think there are good

dropped by the cricket Establishment and slipped into public obscurity. He married and had

I could have wished she was conscious. I slapped gently at the sides of her face, without

more than the reality (Bell 1971; see also Slee 's 1986, interpretation in relation to the

there with a stranger. The two approached sluggishly with their glasses and sat down at my table

money only for something just short of a slum . Helmut told me that he would continue

word slump , meaning `wet mire'. The word slam in Low German, Danish and Swedish, means

warehouses went up on their gardens and 
orchards.

Slowly the other features of the industrial towns

's look sharpened and her head came round slightly . The vagueness had gone from her eyes,

something I need.' Dawson laughed and slowly shook his head. `For God's sake, Robin;

exhausted. I think I'll go to bed and get some sleep .' `Did you have a crisis?' he asked

came clearly. One of Nogai's brothers slapped him on the shoulder, but Burun shouted,

Russia. `It must be strange,' she said slowly , `to have been part of the Revolution and

patiently, `we teach little children and very slow , stupid adults in that way. But Tobermory

open with a blaze of fire. As the freighter slammed back down, the solid rock above began to

cave at his heels, and pieces of the higher slopes disappeared inwards as flames and gouts

piously tying her legs into a knot. The slob was on next, pulling at himself. (A friend

frightened but I wanted to see, so I walked slowly towards the tree. There was light

learn, would cut out up to half a ton of slate and load it onto a sledge which he would

the idea aside, and dived down on to his slumbering dick. It came alive at the touch of her

and guided him to her clitoris. He wasn't slow to learn. His nervous fingering of her

woke two hours later, unable to get back to sleep . Insomnia plagued her and sapped her strength

governmental intervention was from the outset slight . The problem that was, of course, puzzling

sleeping powder in my wine, and I was in a deep sleep . The King had decided I would stay

job finished. One or two people who'll be sleeping rough if they can't beg the room rate.

was calm. The surface of the water had a slick , glassy look about it and Carey's cast



burning, the big silver mirrors began to move slowly around it. William Darling and his daughter

face, like small stones. She walked slowly after her father, to the boathouse. Her

met last night, talks about how he used to slap the wife around and now the bitch is in

with it, isn't that hilarious? You can't sleep you're actually providing your own sleep

hills created. To his right wing the hills sloped gently down and were of little interest

chariot which she is mounting; on the central slab another goddess, almost certainly Aphrodite


